
The main-sequence: homologous starsFor stars on the main-sequence, possible to derive some scalingproperties without solving full set of structure equations.Basic idea is that it is easier (more accurate) to analytically es-timate the relative properties of stars of di�erent masses than theabsolute properties of any one star.Consider a reference star with massM0 and radius R0. If, at anypoint (r;m) within a second star of mass M , radius R,r = RR0r0m = MM0m0then the two stars are said to be homologous to one another.Physically, this means that the stars have the same relative interiormass distribution:
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Write the hydrostatic equilibrium equation,dPdr = �Gmr2 �...in Lagrangian form using the continuity equation.dmdr = 4�r2�
! dPdm = �Gm4�r4 :Dimensionally, P / M 2R4 :Write the pressure, opacity, and energy generation rate as powerlaws, P = P0���T �T� = �0�nT�s� = �0��T �:We have already determined these exponents for di�erent physicalprocesses.
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Taking logarithmic derivatives of the power-law expression for thepressure gives, d lnP = ��d ln � + �Td ln T:Eliminating the d lnP term using the scaling for hydrostatic equi-librium we obtain,4d lnR + ��d ln � + �Td lnT = 2d lnM:Now, assume that the quantities R, �, T and L can all be writtenas power-laws in the mass M ,R / M�R� / M��T / M�TL / M�L:Substituting into the previous expression gives,4�R + ���� + �T�T = 2;which is one relation between the �'s. Repeating the exercise forthe mass, energy generation and energy transport equations yields 4equations ! enough to specify a solution for the �'s.Possible source of confusion: in these equations the �'s are theunknowns. Assume we know the values of ��, �, n appropriate forthe kind of star we are considering.3



Equations for the �'s can be written in matrix form as,0BBBBBBBB@ 3 1 0 04 �� 0 �T0 � �1 �4 �n �1 4 + s
1CCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBB@ �R���L�T

1CCCCCCCCA = 0BBBBBBBB@ 12�11
1CCCCCCCCAwhere we have assumed that energy is transported via radiativedi�usion rather than convection.The determinant of the matrix on the LHS is,Drad = (3�� � 4)(� � s� 4)� �T (3� + 3n + 4):Assuming that Drad 6= 0, the solutions for the power-law scalingsof radius, density, luminosity and temperature with mass are,�R = 13 2641� 2 (�T + � � s� 4)Drad 375�� = 2 (�T + � � s� 4)Drad�L = 1 + 2� (�T + � � s� 4)� 2� (�� + � + n)Drad�T = �2 (�� + � + n)DradSimilarly opaque expressions can be derived for the case of con-vective energy transport. 4



Already noted that for stars with deep surface convection zones,boundary conditions at the surface have a major inuence on thestructure. Therefore, apply analysis to stars with M �M�.On the upper main sequence, expect,� Opacity in the central region given by electron scattering,n = s = 0:� CNO cycle most important during hydrogen burning,� = 1� = 15:� Assume ideal gas pressure,�� = �T = 1:Find, RR� = 0@ MM�1A0:78LL� = 0@ MM�1A3:0 :Observed values quoted in Hansen & Kawaler are 0.75 and 3.5,so the dimensional analysis is reasonably accurate.
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Plotting the luminosity as a function of mass for models computedusing ZAMS:

Slope of 3 is not too bad, but 3.75 provides a better �t.
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